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Abstract—In English writing instruction, the feedback plays a significant role in students’ composition revision and now computer automated scoring system is a trend and applied largely in China. This paper first introduces three feedback, the scoring system and its operating principles, which demonstrate the effects and advantages of this system. Then by reviewing previous researches on feedback, negative and positive effects of each type are shown. Last, some suggestions on incorporation of three feedback are proposed: First, online feedback from automated scoring system can be given first, then peer feedback for students’ drafts is followed by teacher feedback from different aspects to provide comments and suggestions. Second, teacher focus on giving concrete suggestions on macro-level of text organization, content and structures, peer students on micro-level of vocabulary and grammar to propose some complementary feedback for the online feedback. Third, in the term of technology, all these steps can be operated online by computer, because Chinese Juku correcting system assisted feedback of three types.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO FEEDBACK

English writing can reflect the comprehensive ability of students’ thinking and language, and this language skill is very important for students in learning and future career. However, compared with other skills, Chinese students’ English writing is always their weakness and far from satisfactory. And the teaching of writing has come to assume a much more central position than it was twenty or thirty years ago[1]. However, English teachers in China have to face a large class up to 50 students or even more sometimes. For both teachers and students, the teaching of writing seems the most time-consuming yet “tedious and unrewarding chore” [2]. To teachers, they involve in too much work in the reading of students’ writing but achieve too low efficiency. To students themselves, a lot of time are spent in writing while the effect is not fine. Meanwhile, it is difficult for teachers to offer immediate and full feedback to students’ writing. In this traditional product approach of writing, it regards students’ writing as a final product, and as “mainly concerned with knowledge about the structure of language, and writing development as mainly the result of the imitation of input, in the form of texts provided by the teacher” [3]. This writing instruction leads students to get limited comments and a few suggestions from teachers only. Even though feedback is valued highly by students and teachers[4], few of them will make revisions, needless to say negotiating with their classmates.

Under the Chinese specific circumstances, the process-oriented approaches rooted in L1 writing have been introduced and be widely applied in teaching of writing. A common activity in a process-oriented curriculum is a peer review session, during which students read each other’s drafts and make suggestions for revision[5]. They consider the nature of writing as communication and advocate the interaction among the group learners. Brainstorming, planning, drafting, feedback practices, revision, and editing are all the steps in this process. Therefore, peer feedback is valued and can be a complementary part for teacher feedback.

The feedback is a vital step in this process-oriented approach. Feedback, given by Keh[6], is “...input from a reader to a writer with the effect of providing information to the writer for revision”. And feedback involves several ones, including teacher feedback, peer feedback and online feedback from automated scoring system in terms of the source of feedback which writers receive. Online feedback from automated scoring system is convenient, quick and detailed as well as targeted. But it still has its weak points, the scoring system and its operating principles will be introduced in the next part.

II. AUTOMATED SCORING SYSTEM

In China, with the increasing enrolment of students, English teachers facing a large class calls for a new teaching model involving with multimedia and network technology. For writing evaluation, computer automated scoring system is a trend and applied in a large scale[7].

Automated scoring system treats student’s composition as a learner corpus, providing a score, comments and feedback by comparing student’s composition with a standard corpus. Each composition is made up of 192 sub-dimensions[8], and the assessing process is like a teacher rating a composition on different aspects with feedback for each sentence to point out the problems in it. When students submit their compositions online, automated scoring system will generate assessing results and feedback for each sentence immediately as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. These two parts are important for students
in writing and rewriting because students can revise their compositions according to the writing hints and suggestions and then submit again to receive new assessing results and feedback until they achieve best in their essay writing.

When students rewrite their compositions, the system will record their revising trails in detail as shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, teachers see their rewriting times is 7 in left corner, highest score 85.5 and the lowest score 31.5 in left head of this figure. After computer scoring and feedback, teachers can give their feedback by clicking the “commenting button” since this system has the function of commenting form teachers, which makes traditional teacher feedback possible and we need to exert its full effects. Meanwhile, this system provides other technology for operation of “Peer Feedback”, “Good Composition Sharing” and “Forum”, which is significant for peers’ writing.

The automated scoring system has another strength: teacher and student can give “feedback on each sentence”, “feedback on a paragraph”, these strong points with the function of “peer feedback” and “forum” making feedback more direct and targeted by people after the automated scoring system rates submitted compositions from six aspects of “content”, “text structure”, “sentences”, “collocation”, “vocabulary and fluency”. “Feedback on each sentence” include hints on “wrong sentence”, “spelling mistake”, “Chinglish”, “learning from the model”, “possible revision”, “nice phrases”, “statistics of collocation”, “grammar checking” and so on. Students can revise their writing according to these hints and submit their drafts, then reviewing teacher feedback and peer feedback and rewriting. Therefore, teacher feedback is a great help for students’ active and independent writing, this platform of automated scoring system with teacher feedback is more suitable and popular among Chinese students. Students also benefit a lot from online feedback to improve their more autonomy in learning and do more language practice, so do their fellow students in peer feedback session. Because the automated scoring system will analyze the highlight points and eye-catching sentences in part of “feedback on each sentence”, even giving more examples for students to learn as shown in Fig 3. Here the phrase “addicted to” is taken as a useful expression and another example is illustrated, which helps students and peers do autonomy learning. Another feedback named “expanded analysis” points out the phrase “surf …internet” is used 577 times in the standard corpus, providing synonyms “browse internet”, “surf net”, “surf cyberspace” for students to learn and practice.

But this system itself faces some challenges in several parts. Firstly, it rates essays from the aspect of language only. Secondly, it can’t assess essays on the aspect of content and check whether the essay is on or off the topic. A composition can get high score only by wonderful sentences even it is irrelevant to the topic. Thirdly, the system points out the sentence is maybe Chinglish but it can’t give a right version for revising. What’s worse, it can’t point out grammar mistakes and proper collocation as shown in Fig. 4, this sentence from student is quite in Chinese thinking and wrong in grammar. But this system failed to discover it and provide the right feedback for revising. What’s more, it sometimes gives no proper “learning tips” shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that “confusing words: marvel, miracle, wonder, phenomenon; they are similar in the meaning of ‘being wonderful’.” Actually, “phenomenon” is something that is observed to happen or exist; and here in the sentence1.2, it is right in expression and collocation, so it is unnecessary and not suitable to give that “learning tips”. Fourthly, analyzing the text organization and structure is also unsatisfactory. All
III. NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE EFFECTS OF EACH FEEDBACK

In L1 writing research, Knoblauch and Brannon[9] contrasted various types of teacher feedback (e.g. oral vs. written, explicit vs. implicit, positive vs. negative), concluding that none of these feedback modes had much impact on subsequent student writing. Purves[10] labeled teacher responses as strictly mechanical, unhelpful and confusing. According to Connors and Lunsford[11], 300 teachers' feedback on 3,000 student essays are concluded as "a large number of short, careless, exhausted or insensitive comments". In L2 writing, the best-known research conducted by Zamel[12] criticized the behaviors of teachers: “ESL writing teachers misread student texts, are inconsistent in their reactions, make arbitrary corrections, write contradictory comments, provide vague prescriptions, impose abstract rules and standards, respond to texts as fixed and final products, and rarely make content-specific comments or offer specific strategies for revising the text.” However, studies following Cohen’s [13] research [14][15][16] reported more positive results: The students in general were happy with the feedback they received from teachers. Zhang[17] noted that ESL students greatly valued teacher feedback. M. Yang et al.[18] aimed at examining students at a Chinese university, “teacher feedback was more likely to be adopted and led to greater improvements in the writing”. Some research[14] studied students how to deal with teacher feedback, and the results were encouraging: The students utilized various resources to deal with teacher feedback by either thinking about it and trying to make corrections by themselves or going to outside sources like instructors, friends, grammar books or dictionaries[19].

In process-oriented writing approach, there are still some arguments of practicing peer feedback and research results on the effects of peer feedback have been also mixed and even conflicting. Leki[20] noted that “peer feedback tend to focus on ‘surface errors’ instead of semantic or textual ones and that peer feedback does not facilitate revision. Cognitively speaking, peer feedback can “enhance a sense of audience, raise learners’ awareness of their own strengths and weaknesses, encourage collaborative learning, and foster ownership of text”[21]. Chaudron[22] found peer feedback activities enhanced students’ communicative power by encouraging them to express and negotiate their ideas.

Online feedback is proved to be effective in improving students writing skill and arousing their interest[23]. But computer is still a computer, mechanic, inflexible and impersonal. Language users are people and it changes as time going by. As is discussed in part 2, online feedback from automated scoring system fail to be effective in students’ writing from macro-level of text.

In a word, each type of feedback has its strengths and weak points, so what we should do is to find a good way to exert its advantages fully.

IV. SOME USEFUL SUGGESTIONS

Online feedback has its weakness, but its strong functions do solve some realistic problems in writing instruction. And feedback play an important role and are effective in improving students’ writing. Some suggestions on incorporation of three feedback are as follows:

First, the best writing instruction should be online feedback from automated scoring system first, then peer feedback for students’ drafts is followed by teacher feedback from different aspects to provide comments and suggestions. The incorporation of three feedback in three steps can ensure the positive effects of each feedback and benefits teachers and students. To some extent, students are forced to assess and comment on peers’ writing in peer feedback sessions, which in turn can improve their more autonomy in learning, exercising their critical thinking, providing more language practice, building much confidence, and developing their own language skills and cooperative skills.

Second, the writing teacher can focus on giving concrete suggestions on the improvements of the macro-level of text organization, content and structures. While peer students may focus on micro-level of vocabulary and grammar to propose some complementary feedback for the online feedback to help peer students be aware of their wrong points and correct them if necessary, since some students do not know how to revise it according to the online feedback and the feedback from computer is not always right and reliable.

Third, all these steps can be operated online by computer, because Chinese Juku correcting system assisted feedback of three types, although the system itself only gives online feedback. Computer can’t tailor writing methods to help individuals and put forward directed guidance and suggestions. It needs people to help specifically and intelligently and teacher and student can work on it, their feedback worthy of consideration and raising revision and improvement.

V. CONCLUSION

From the above discussion, we can say that teacher feedback, peer feedback and online feedback can be incorporated in English writing instruction, since they are effective, which were proved by many researchers, and they have many respective merits. What’s more, the latter two feedback can reduce teacher’s much burden in teaching of writing especially in the large class of Chinese college English. Therefore, by training for peer feedback activities before the application of it, students can trust more in the usefulness of peer feedback and act on it as what the teacher expects. What’s clear is that peer feedback and online feedback are not a substitute but a complementary factor to teacher feedback. Teacher feedback’s role still can’t be replaced in Chinese
context. In this way, feedback, from computer and people, online and offline, are more comprehensive, reasonable and acceptable.
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